
THE GUIDE TO  
MULTIFACTOR  
AUTHENTICATION  

Why Passwords  
Alone Won’t Keep  
Your Business Secure



PASSWORDS ALONE ARE NOT ENOUGH. 

Passwords may have been created to restrict access to sensitive information, but now they’re  

a liability for your business. The average person now has well over 100 credentials to manage,1  

and keeping track of them is an organizational nightmare. 

 

Employees are notorious for poor password habits – from rampant reuse to passwords 

that are easy to guess. They just want things to be easy, so anything that slows them 

down is an unwelcome obstacle.

 

The transition to a cloud-centric, BYO-focused workplace 

is also introducing more complexity. More apps, devices 

and users leave IT with a complicated, hybrid environment 

to secure. 

And sadly, strict IT password policies – like 

frequent password changes – don’t seem 

to be having much effect.

80% OF KNOWN  
DATA BREACHES 

ARE DUE TO WEAK,  
REUSED OR STOLEN  

CREDENTIALS.2
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DO YOU TRUST PASSWORDS  
TO PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS? 

59% OF PEOPLE   
mostly or always use the same password.3

47% OF PEOPLE   
say there’s no difference in the  

passwords they use for work and home.4

42% OF PEOPLE   
keep passwords in an unprotected file.5

61% OF IT EXECS   
rely on employee education  

alone to enforce strong passwords.6
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EVEN WITH STRONG PASSWORDS, 
ATTACKS ARE MORE SOPHISTICATED 
– AND PERSISTENT.

From phishing to ransomware, zero-day 

vulnerabilities to man-in-the-middle attacks, 

keylogging to password cracking – cyberattacks 

leverage faster tools and exploit known weaknesses 

to get around even the strongest of passwords. 

Every app, device and login is an entryway to your 

business, and they need to be better protected.
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RANSOMWARE  
ATTACKS  INCREASED  

GLOBALLY BY  
350% IN 2017.7
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6 MONTHS  
IS THE AVERAGE  
TIME TO DETECT  

A BREACH.8

OVER 90%  
OF CYBER INCIDENTS 

CAN BE PREVENTED WITH 
THE RIGHT TOOLS.10

43%  
OF ALL  

CYBERATTACKS  
TARGET SMALL  
BUSINESSES.9
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ADD MORE LAYERS OF SECURITY WITH  
MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION.

It’s clear that passwords alone are no longer capable of keeping your business safe. Pairing them 

with additional technology and authentication factors is essential. Multifactor authentication 

(MFA) was developed to add security checks to the login process. By creating more login 

proofpoints, you can better prove that someone is who they say they are, while making it much 

harder for someone else to break through your defenses.

MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION  
PROTECTS AN ACCOUNT WITH:

Even if a password is stolen, attackers won’t be able to access 

an account without all required factors. 

Something  
you know

Something  
you have

Something 
 you are

A “knowledge factor”  
like a password.

A “possession factor” like 
 a phone or security key.

An “inherence factor”  
like biometrics.

1 2 3
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WHAT SHOULD YOU BE 
PROTECTING WITH MFA?

The best MFA options significantly improve 

your security posture, without slowing  

down employees. There are many entrances  

to your business that should be protected  

with MFA, including: 

1. IT and privileged accounts

2. Remote employees and contractors

3. Cloud apps

4. Databases

5. Networks

6. Single sign-on 

7. Password managers

8. Mobile apps

In short, every user, app, login and 

device is an entry point to your business 

that should be secured with MFA.
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2FA VS MFA: HOW ARE  
THEY DIFFERENT, AND  
WHICH IS BEST?

When you’re looking to add extra security, it 

may seem like two-factor authentication (2FA) 

and MFA are the same. Not so. Two-factor 

authentication is a great starting point, but a 

one-size-fits-all authentication approach does 

not work when users have different behaviors, 

personal devices, levels of access and attributes. 

True MFA is the strongest option, because the 

ability to leverage additional factors and adapt 

requirements to different scenarios to prove 

an identity means a smoother authentication 

experience and significantly reduced risk of 

successful attacks.
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A one-time code is sent via 

email, SMS or phone call to a 

computer or mobile device. 

 

Is your business using  

G Suite? Then it’s likely you’ve 

turned on 2SV, requiring a code 

to access Google Apps. When 

both factors are “something you 

know,” this is not true 2FA.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Go beyond two factors 

to three or more, like a 

password (knowledge), 

a push notification to a 

trusted device (possession) 

and a fingerprint swipe 

(inherence) – or leverage 

hidden, contextual factors.

 

The best MFA solution offers 

adaptive authentication that 

leverages a combination of 

biometric and contextual 

factors. An all-in-one solution 

increases overall security while 

decreasing the friction of the 

login experience.

Combines two distinct 

factors: your password 

(knowledge) and a code 

generated by an app on a 

smartphone (possession) 

or a fingerprint swipe 

(inherence).

 

Significantly more secure than 

2SV by combining two separate 

factors. Newer solutions are 

cost-effective and scalable, but 

may lack granular admin controls 

and integrations, and don’t 

adapt to a wide range of use 

cases and scenarios.
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Many businesses  
start here.

TWO-STEP  
VERIFICATION  

(2SV)

The most secure  
businesses arrive here.

MULTIFACTOR 
AUTHENTICATION 

(MFA)

Some businesses  
advance to here.

TWO-FACTOR 
AUTHENTICATION  

(2FA)
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IS YOUR CURRENT MFA BEHIND THE TIMES? 

Many businesses implemented 2FA (or started to) years ago but haven’t kept up with the latest 

advances in authentication. A lot has changed – from the way MFA leverages devices like 

smartphones to the user experience to the admin controls. 

KEY FEATURES OF TODAY’S BEST  
MFA SOLUTIONS INCLUDE: 
 

Extensive policies to manage users at an individual,  

group and organizational level 

Adaptive authentication that leverages biometric and 

contextual factors

Security by design that encrypts biometric data at the  

device level

Centralized deployment and management through an  

admin portal

The ability to combine authentication options – such as 

traditional 2FA, biometrics and adaptive authentication

Support for cloud apps, legacy apps, on-premise apps,  

mobile apps, form-based logins and more
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MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION 
COMES IN MANY FORMS.

MFA has been around for more than a decade, 

and there are more options to choose from than 

ever. The rise in personal smartphones and the 

advancement of mobile technologies (such as 

the camera and specialized sensors) have had an 

especially big impact on MFA options.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE  
MOST COMMON TYPES OF  
MFA, IN ORDER OF LEAST TO 
MOST RECOMMENDED: 

• SMS text and voice codes

• Hardware tokens

• Software tokens

• Push notifications

• Biometrics

• Adaptive

lastpass.com
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MFA Option How It Works Pros Cons

SMS text and 

voice codes

•	 User receives a text, 
phone call or email with a 
temporary code

•	 Familiar and easy to implement •	 Not true MFA unless combined with 
another factor, since both the code 
and password are knowledge factors

•	 Not recommended by NIST due to 
weaknesses11

Hardware 

tokens

•	 User enters a code 
generated and displayed 
on the device

•	 Or user taps the device to 
submit a one-time code

•	 Difficult to steal
•	 Many options: smart cards, 

Bluetooth tokens, OTP key fobs, 
USB keys like the YubiKey and 
RSA SecurID

•	 Devices cost $50+
•	 Easy to lose or forget
•	 Typically more cumbersome to use

Software 

tokens

•	 User enters a one-time 
code generated by 
an app that runs on a 
computer or phone

•	 Ex: Google Authenticator 
and Microsoft 
Authenticator

•	 Can’t be lost or stolen
•	 Cost-effective
•	 Updated automatically
•	 Can be distributed quickly to 

any user worldwide

•	 Limited functionality – does not 
combine with other factors for added 
security

•	 Limited admin insights and controls
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MFA Option How It Works Pros Cons

Push 

notifications

•	 Access requests are 
sent via out-of-band 
notifications to a trusted 
mobile device

•	 User taps “approve” 
or “deny”

•	 Fast and easy for users
•	 No code that can be 

intercepted
•	 Requests sent in real time
•	 PIN or biometrics can secure  

the device
•	 Self-service installation
•	 Updated automatically

•	 Many popular apps don’t offer 
comprehensive admin oversight  
and control through policies

•	 Businesses need to find a vendor  
that integrates with existing 
technology and gives admins  
control and visibility

Biometrics •	 Smarter, more sensitive 
sensors now exist 
on computers and 
smartphones

•	 Fingerprints, irises, face 
scans, even heart rhythms 
can prove a user’s identity

•	 Newer solutions are  
cost-effective

•	 Fingerprint scanning is  
familiar to consumers 

•	 Secure and accurate way  
to authenticate users 

•	 Historically cost-prohibitive for  
many businesses 

•	 Previous solutions had  
cumbersome user experience 

•	 Businesses must ensure biometric 
data is protected – no transmitting  
or storing on a central server

Adaptive •	 Shapes authentication 
decisions for a given  
login situation

•	 Geolocation, device  
IDs, IP address and  
more are used to build  
a user profile 

•	 Selects a combination of 
factors based on user’s 
risk profile and habits

•	 Natural and unobtrusive  
login experience

•	 Multiple factors increase security
•	 Better visibility and control  

for admins with flexible,  
granular policies

•	 Scalable and cost-effective by 
leveraging existing hardware 
(smartphones)

•	 Some solutions exist in a silo; 
the best integrate with existing 
technology and support all use cases

•	 Businesses should look for mixed 
authentication methods, where 
a variety of MFA options can be 
applied at the user or group level

•	 Businesses need to investigate how 
biometric data is protected

The best authentication platform gives you the ability to choose more than one MFA method, so 

you can invest in one comprehensive solution while adapting to your business’ unique use cases.
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ADMINS VS USERS: SECURITY WITHOUT SACRIFICING USABILITY.

For an MFA solution to be a success in your business, you need to address 

the needs of both IT admins and end users. Skimping on features or ease 

of use for either will cause resistance and dissatisfaction.

WHEN IT COMES TO IT 
ADMINS, THEY NEED:
• Policies that allow control across  

the organization, at the group and 
individual user level

• Out-of-the-box setup that can  
plug into existing infrastructure  
(like Microsoft Active Directory)

• Coverage of all use cases across  
the business

• Compatibility with single sign-on, 
enterprise password management  
and other IAM solutions

• A variety of MFA methods, whether 
biometric, push notification  
or adaptive, that can be offered at the  
user or group level

WHEN IT COMES TO END 
USERS, THEY WANT:
• Minimal setup steps required 

• Little to no training needed

• A frictionless login experience that quickly 
becomes invisible 

• Privacy of their biometric data

71% OF EMPLOYEES  
ARE MOTIVATED TO TRY  

NEW TECHNOLOGY WHEN IT 
PROMISES BETTER EFFICIENCY 
AND DOESN’T DISRUPT THEIR 

ESTABLISHED ROUTINES.12 
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WHY YOU CAN’T IGNORE  
THE NEED FOR MFA.

With its added security benefits, MFA is strongly 

recommended for businesses of all sizes. Selecting 

the right MFA solution is one of the most affordable, 

effective ways to increase your overall security posture 

and protect your business from cyberattacks. 

 

When the solution is easy to use and removes – not 

creates – user obstacles, employees will readily adopt 

it and your business will be more secure. The best 

solution also offers admins a variety of MFA methods, 

so you can deploy one solution and adapt the 

experience to your business’ evolving needs.

 

The ideal MFA solution offers flexible controls, 

scalability as the business grows, out-of-the-box 

configuration and a user experience that employees 

love. But it’s not enough to have an isolated multifactor 

authentication strategy. Your business needs an 

integrated solution that supports your existing 

applications, with policies and reporting that track a 

user from authentication to access for more control 

and visibility.
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LEARN HOW LASTPASS  
MAKES AUTHENTICATION  
SECURE AND SEAMLESS.

LastPass MFA protects your business with today’s 

leading technology while simplifying the login 

experience for employees. LastPass MFA goes  

beyond standard 2FA to ensure the right users are 

accessing the right data at the right time, without  

any added complexity. 

With a unique, security-by-design model, LastPass 

MFA ensures biometric data remains private and 

protected, while leveraging many unique data points 

to identify and authenticate users. Implement policies 

down to the user or group level with the flexibility 

to manage authentication in a way that suits your 

business best.

LastPass MFA is an all-in-one, modern 

authentication solution offering an intuitive 

multifactor experience that’s easy for admins to 

deploy and effortless for employees to adopt.
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